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START Does the wall have 
a curve or abnormal 

shape?

Is the surface smooth
(no texture)?

Can the surface be 
made smooth?

Can weights of more
than 20 kg/m2 be

fitted onto the wall?

Do you require any
cutouts (for a socket, 

window, etc)?

Can weights of more 
than 5 kg/m2 be fitted 

onto the wall?

Are the walls suitable
for drilling?

How intensively will the 
writing surface be used?

Is the surface smooth
(no texture)?

Can the surface be 
made smooth 

(without texture)?

Is it just the width
that is important or
do you need height
(>120 cm) as well?

How intensively will the 
writing surface be used?
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SPACE-UP 
WRITING COLLECTION
 
 
 WALL-UP 
 - 25-year erasability guarantee*
 - For intensive use
 - Scratch-resistant
 - Can be hung horizontally or vertically
 - Available in different widths
 - Create high and wide magnetic writing surfaces
 - Multiple boards can be combined into a single large 
  writing surface with ease

 
 BOARD-UP 
 - 10-year erasability guarantee*
 - For regular use
 - Can be easily hung horizontally or vertically
 - Available in different sizes
 - By combining boards you can make a single large 
  magnetic writing surface or a creative pattern

 WRAP-UP
 -  3-year erasability guarantee* 
 -  For regular use
 -  Can be hung horizontally or vertically
 -  Can be used on all smooth surfaces (e.g. doors, cup- 
  boards and walls)
 -  Can be cut into any required shape
 -  Create wide magnetic writing surfaces, cover complete  
  walls or make creative shapes
 -  Because Wrap-Up is self-adhesive, you do not need to  
  drill into the wall to create a large writing surface

 
 
 ALTERNATIVE
  Legamaster offers a very diverse range of writing
  surfaces. Contact us for a suitable solution. 
  Go to: www.legamaster.com

www.legamaster.com/spaceup

* Provided proper use of 
 Legamaster accessories


